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The Coco Safar Cafe in Cape Town, South Africa. Image credit: Coco Safar

 
By Maryanne Maina

Luxury travelers are increasingly more conscious of their environment, motivated by the internal journey that
accompanies these types of personally relevant physical experiences.

One of these motivations is to seek luxury experiences that are rare and bespoke, something that could be found in a
hotel, on safari, in a restaurant, a trip to the arctic or any other unique experience that would satisfy this kind of
consumer.

Food for thought
The curation of an experience that appeals to a luxury consumer at a specific, personal level is crucial in the luxury
travel and hospitality markets.

Also, with the rise of online retail, and to satisfy this desire, several luxury brands have now created cafes and
restaurants to extend their brand experiences.

Gucci, Burberry, Vivienne Westwood and Tiffany now have their brands packaged for the palate. But these cafes
also provide a luxury experience to capture the same clients who are buying their products as it provides them with a
slow luxury shopping environment, which ultimately keeps them engaged with these brands for a longer period.

Down in Cape Town, South Africa, which has become a culinary hot spot in recent years, you will find a new coffee,
caf and patisserie brand that was developed to provide the consumer with a multi-sensory luxury experience. This
can be seen in every aspect of the brand, from the packaging to the specialist product offering, to the smell, taste,
feel and the entire visual experience, which inspires all five senses of the consumer entering the store and cafe
environment.

"Luxury is an experience," said Wilhelm Liebenberg, cofounder/CEO of Coco Safar. "It has to speak to all five
senses and that is what Coco Safar aims to achieve when welcoming consumers into its space.
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"Here you feel as if time has slowed down, like you are on an old-fashioned luxury train journey, wrapped in
nostalgia, while indulging in the brand's various luxury offerings," he said.

"Everything here is bespoke and handmade, from the furniture to the coffee, to the cold brew to the patisserie, we
make it all by hand right here in Cape Town. The name Coco Safar is reminiscent of the Coco from Coco Chanel,
which symbolizes couture, refinement and elegance, while Safar is the Swahili word for journey. Coco Safar is a
journey of nostalgia, elegance, craftsmanship, couture and luxury."

All this is made accessible to the consumer, as Coco Safar offers you a little piece of luxury at the price of an
espresso.

The chocolate is  made by Coco Safar. Image credit: Coco Safar

To the tea
The new Coco Safar flagship store houses the world's first Botanical Coffee and Rooibos micro-brewery, the most
sophisticated coffee roaster on the African continent, and a top-quality patisserie and chocolate atelier, enjoyed
sitting down in the caf, or to take away.

Consumers also have access to the Capsule Emporium, Espresso Bar, Couture Patisserie counter and the Luxury Caf
environment, which is all housed under one roof.

"At our micro-brewery bar, we offer cutting-edge botanical mixology, where we brew with plant based completely
natural materials," Mr. Liebenberg said. "The Rooibos cold-brew tea is brewed for 76 hours or six days, like you
would brew beer except it contains zero alcohol.

"Our tonics are infused with Rooibos and we serve it on tap like beer," he said. "You can sit by the bar and watch the
brewery preparing the brews. It is  a rare experience."
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To add to the travel theme of the brand is the specialist coffee and Rooibos capsule collections where each blend is
named after an iconic city, such as Manhattan, Napoli, Kaapstad (the Afrikaans name for Cape Town), Havana,
Stellenbosch and Saint Tropez.

The next collections to be released will include Marrakesh, Jakarta and Lisbon. When enjoying the capsules, the
consumer takes a journey of discovery and nostalgia, with each blend inspired by one of these global iconic cities.

As part of its  global brand expansion plan, Coco Safar plans to open a major flagship store in New York later this
year, followed by Los Angeles, Tokyo, Shanghai, Hong Kong, Buenos Aires and London in the 36 months to follow.

Coco Safar has managed to create the first oxygen-tight, compostable, Nespresso-compatible coffee and Rooibos
bio-capsules on the African continent, and possibly the only one commercially available in the world at this point.

http://www.cocosafar.com/


 

These capsules are home compostable after 160 days in the ground. This was a very important development for the
brand, as it ensures that Coco Safar appeals to a growing luxury consumer base that is conscious about sustainability
and the environment.

Being based in Cape Town is essential since South Africa is an important luxury market for several reasons. It is
home to at least 10,350 individuals with assets of a minimum value of $5 million and home to at least 30 individuals
with assets of a minimum of $500 million, according to the recently published 2018 Knight Frank wealth report.

As one of the top tourist hot spots in the global tourism industry today, it is  a compelling city to visit, as well as
offering excellent second or third residential options for wealthy individuals.

Cape Town has a well-established hospitality market with a large variety of luxury brands present, especially in the
culinary scene. South Africa is also home to Johann Rupert, chairman of Richemont, owner of such luxury brands as
Cartier and Piaget.

Bags  of merchandise at Coco Safar. Image credit: Coco Safar

THE OVERALL LUXURY market, encompassing both goods and luxury experiences, was estimated to be valued at
more than $1.2 trillion globally in 2017. This includes both luxury goods and experiences.

Luxury experiences remained attractive to customers, as illustrated by sales of high-end food, wines and other
beverages whose sales have been steadily increasing globally.

In 2017, luxury cars, hospitality and personal goods together accounted for more than 80 percent of the total market
globally.
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